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By Nancy Lieder

Granite Publishing, United States, 1999. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. The contents of the book began on an on-line forum in January 1995, when contactees were
requested to query their alien visitors. ZetaTalk moved onto the web within months. This book
represents the accumulation to date of Zeta responses to those question. Fascinating and essential
information. The Zetas provide information on these topics and many others: the ET origins of the
human species; the nature of the human animal, its body, brain and soul; life on other worlds;
intelligent insects, reptilians and hominoids; incarnations and reincarnations; animal souls; the
truth behind some mythological creatures; the Nibiruans from the 12th Planet and its imminent
return; the origins of the pyramids and the Sphinx; the Zeta Reticuli people and their nature, history
and agendas; the Zeta-Human hybrid breeding program, its reasons and methods; political science
of the cosmoswho is who, the rules of engagement, protocols; The Council of Worlds; time travel;
the nature of alien visitation and human recall of the events; contact techniques; Bermuda
Triangle; prayer; the Devil, World War II, Satanic rituals, AIDS, Ebola virus, the Roswell crash; MJ-12
and the Cover-Up; Star Wars, Philadelphia Experiment;...
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Thorough guideline for publication fanatics. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am just e ortlessly could possibly get a
delight of reading a created book.
-- Ter r y B a iley-- Ter r y B a iley

The publication is simple in read easier to comprehend. It really is rally interesting throgh looking at time period. I found out this book from my i and dad
suggested this pdf to discover.
-- Sha kir a  K unde-- Sha kir a  K unde
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